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Purr-fect jump at Tower Bridge as Bella the Cat helps save a double decker bus 

PURR-FECT JUMP! 
Acrowded London bus has achieved 

the unthinkable. The number 78 bus 
travelling north to Shoreditch managed 

to leap the gap as Tower Bridge began to raise 
its bascules. Eye witnesses at the incident report 
that the bus driver, Babs acted swiftly to avoid 
a cat-astrophe. She has been praised for her 
actions but the Tower Bridge News can now 
reveal that the bus driver was aided and assisted 
by Bella the Tower Bridge Cat. Bella, who lives 
with the Bridge Master on the Bridge itself, had 
a hand (or paw) in the dramatic events as they 
began to unfold.

Bella’s keen eyesight helped her spot a problem 
with the traffic lights on the bridge. She raced 
into action in order to assist Babs and save 
the passengers who were all travelling to a 

party to celebrate The Queen’s Birthday. What 
happened next is unclear but it can be reported 
that the Bridge Master has confirmed that the 
complete story will be explained in a brand new 
publication entitled The Tower Bridge Cat that 
will be on sale in all good London bookshops. 

To the rescue: 
Bella the 
Tower Bridge 
Cat with her 
special gold tag  
photographed 
shortly after the 
dramatic events 
on the bridge.

CATS EYES DO WORK!

INSIDE: 
● Famous Felines
● Tunes for Hip Cats 
● The Bridge Master:
   A Room of My Own

CAT-ASTROPHE AVOIDED 

THE

Page 2: QUEEN TO AWARD M.B.E (Moggie Badge for Excellence)

Mind the Gap!
The number 78 bus 
caught flying through 
the air at Tower Bridge.

BUTTONS MISSING ON TOWER BRIDGE!
Bridge stuck open as Team prepares for the Lord Mayor’s Show!

Something very strange is happening on 
London’s defining landmark. All sorts
of buttons have been going missing

on the Bridge – including the shiny silver
button that raises the bascules. It seems that
everyone on Tower Bridge has been affected.

The Bridge Master and Stan the Stoker can’t 
fasten their clothes, and the twins Olly the 
Oiler and Eddie the Engineer can’t find the
buttons on their remote controls. Even
Hannah the Cook’s gumdrop buttons for her 
gingerbread cookies have vanished! We advise 
our readers to check all your own buttons are 
in their proper place before leaving the Bridge.

Luckily, clever cat Bella is on the case! 
But she doesn’t have long before the Lord 
Mayor’s gold coach is due to cross the
Bridge! Can you spot any clues that
might help Bella save the day?

BELLA INVESTIGATES

PUSHING BUTTONS

Painting With Poppy
Baby Whale Spotted

The Bridge Master:
A Day In The Life

On the 
lookout:
Bella the 
Tower 
Bridge Cat 
solving the 
mystery 
before 
the Lord 
Mayor’s 
Show

INSIDE:

@TheTowerBridgeCat

@TowerBridgeCat

@TowerBridgeCat

Send your own photos in at 
TowerBridgeCat.com

GET IN TOUCH:
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CHOCS AWAY!
Maya The Flyer Gives

Babs Some Flying Lessons

been giving Babs the Bus 
Driver flying lessons in 
her aeroplane!

Maya was so impressed 
with Babs’s jump through 
the air at Tower Bridge 
(see Bella’s first book!) 
that she thinks Babs could 
be an excellent pilot one 
day. Babs is currently 
learning the basics, but

but she hopes to be able 
to spiral and loop-de-loop 
just as well as Maya can. 

Maybe Olly the Oiler and 
Eddie the Engineer can 
find a way to make Babs’s 
bus fly like a plane! 

Bella’s fearless friend 
Maya the Flyer has

The Baby Whale that was saved by
Bella and Maya the Flyer (see 

Despicable Miaow

Fantastic Fur

Kitty Slickers

Encato

Pawer Rangers

Feline Of Duty

Star Claws:

The Mouse Awakens

The Sound Of Mewsic

Catman Vs. Supurrman

Shang–Cheetah &

The Legend Of

The Kitten Rings

Bella’s second book!) has been spotted 
in the Atlantic Ocean having a whale of 
a time with his Mum.

After the big splash caused by the Baby 
Whale being trapped in the Thames, 

BABY WHALE SPOTTED AT SEA

Above: Babs and Bella’s 
amazing bus jump that 
left Maya speechless
Left: Bella’s friend and 
local celebrity Maya The 
Flyer, who helped Bella 
save a baby whale who 
was stuck in the Thames

BELLA’S BUTTONS
Help Bella collect her friends’ missing buttons 
without using the same path more than once!

the Tower Bridge Team are so glad
to hear that he’s back home safe.

The Baby Whale had this to say: 
“BWAAAAAK! WEEEOOOOOO! 
BEEWAAAAA!” Our experts have 
translated this to “THANK YOU 
BELLA!”
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TWINS’ WORDSEARCH

BASCULES
BOILER
BRIDGE
COAL

ENGINE

Help Eddie & Olly find these Tower Bridge related words!

ENGINEER
OILER
STEAM
STOKER
THAMES

Happy ending for the not-so-blue Blue Whale
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BELLA’S CAT CROSSWORD

1. The sound a cat makes – check my 
book for how to spell it! (5)
2. Careful a cat doesn’t scratch you with 
this! (4)
3. A cat’s favourite drink (4)
4. You’ll hear these from a happy cat (5)
5. Cats can see better at this time than 
humans (5)
7. ______ Cat, someone who is easily 
frightened (7)
8. The hair of a cat (3)
10. ______ the Painter, the Tower 
Bridge Cat’s new friend (5)
12. It’s ____ing cats and dogs! (4) 

DOWN

1. Cats love to chase these (4)
6. A hair on a cat’s face that helps them 
navigate in the dark (7)
9. A plant that felines can’t resist (6)
11. Cats love this tasty tinned fish! (4)
13. The Tower Bridge Cat herself! (5)
14. You can make a cat’s cradle with this (4)
 

ACROSS

DOWN
1. Miaow
2. Claw
3. Milk
4. Purrs
5. Night
7. Scaredy
8. Fur
10. Poppy
12. Rain

ACROSS
1. Mice
6. Whisker
9. Catnip
11. Tuna
13. Bella
14. Yarn

 

ANSWERS:

Are you an expert on all things feline? Let Bella know
by answering the questions and filling in the boxes! 

morning Bella and I have 
some breakfast together –
usually kippers on toast! 
Then I check if we have
any Bridge lifts planned
for that day. Any ships 
wanting to pass under
the Bridge have to ask

us for permission 24
hours in advance.
There are always lots of
jobs to do, and everybody 
works very hard to keep
the Bridge running all
day long. At the end of
the day I relax with
my good friend Bella.
Another wonderful day!

I love being the
Bridge Master. In the

The Bridge Master takes us through
an average day on the Bridge!

A DAY IN THE LIFE
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PAINTING WITH POPPY
Can you help Poppy colour in this image?
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